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NEWS AND EVENTS Researchers Debate How To Use Risk in
DUI Cuts November 7, 2012 a half dozen other motorists
whizzed by my car. The trooper stopped and told me to
step out of my car and meet him in the middle of the road,
which, as you might imagine, I did. Some motor vehicle
crashes, the kind that earn headlines, are, in fact,
avoidable. To address injury-causing crashes, DUI has been
reduced substantially. But it can never become a zero-risk
activity. One of the tasks of researchers is to continually
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gauge society’s harm being done to themselves and others
through behaviors that pose a risk for driver injuries. This
study was noted on a recent TED Talk, which began with
the question: “What are the social processes that lead
people to drink and drive?” A few weeks ago for instance,
a large military outpost, just outside of Atlanta, Georgia
was re-opened after four years of closure. Freedom Camp
is the new name. The U.S. Army reopened the 68,000-acre
camp, the largest camp in the area, with many stating that
a more positive atmosphere and a dramatic reduction in
drunken driving may be among the reasons for its reopening. The increased traffic that volunteers reported
during the reopening meant a lot of boozing. In 2006,
around mid-December, six people died from alcohol-related
crashes that shut down part of the camp. A year later, in
2007, seven people died on Interstate 285, which runs
through the camp. South Carolina Highway Patrol Major
Scott Pribble said of the incident: “Some of the fatalities
may have been due to drinking; however some were
related to the trucking operation.” It was not until 2009
that the DUI monitoring program started and every
September, while the camp was closed, a team of
counselors checked in with applicants. The program is the
same as the one that runs the RIDE program in South
Carolina, meaning that people who are caught driving
under the influence are not allowed to continue driving in
South Carolina forever. At every roadside breath test for
alcohol, counselors ask drivers if they have been drinking,
and if they deny it, they conduct a more
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